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Report:
The experiments were continuation of projects LS 1699, LS-1546 and LS-1246. The purpose of these
experiment was to develop methods for functional imaging of lungs using animal models. In many
pulmonary diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or asthma there are pathologic
and functional alterations of small airways (i.e. bronchi with diameter below 2 mm) even at early stages. In
such diseases it has been found that ventilation distribution becomes less uniform, and ventilation/perfusion
mismatching is increased. However, techniques allowing in vivo assessment of both structure and function of
lung airways with high spatial resolution are lacking.
The advantages of the use of synchrotron radiation in imaging the lungs has been demonstrated recently [1].
Stable xenon gas was used as contrast agent, and the distribution of the gas was obtained by the K-edge
subtraction (KES) imaging. KES allows visualising small anatomic structures carrying the contrast agent,
while removing practically all the features due to the other structures.
The goal of the present study was to extend this method to test the feasibility of functional imaging of lungs
and the small bronchi in experimental asthma. Histamine is a major airway-constricting mediator that is
involved in asthmatic airway narrowing. A quantitative description of histmiane aerosol-induced airway
constriction was measured in normal rabbit lung at baseline and after histamine inhalation. Regional
ventilation showed significant heterogeneity and redistribution from poor to well-ventilated zones (Figure 1).
More experiments are needed to find suitable histamine dose and timing for imaging to complete this study.
Results will be published later.

Fig 1. Upper panel: A series of subsequent KES tomograms were performed. The heart and blood vessels
appear as lucencies. The round opacities in the left corner of each image are due to the gas inlet tube. During
imaging the rabbit breathed a 60% Xe 40% O2 gas mixture. Time interval between images was 7.5 sec, and
the actual size of the image field is 88 x 88 mm. Lower panel: Bronchoconstriction was induced by
introducing vaporized histamine solution in the inhaled gas. CT-images demonstrates very non-uniform
distribution of ventilation.
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